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INFORMATION SERVICE 

 

Celebration of the 10th Anniversary of Chiara Lubich’s death – 14th March 2018 

Speech by Maria Voce, President of the Focolare Movement 

 

Castelgandolfo, 3rd March 2018 

 

THE GREAT ATTRACTION OF MODERN TIMES 

Chiara Lubich’s charism, driver of social change 

 

 

1. The norm of a new life 

 

Right from the earliest years, Chiara understood that the light God had given her with the 
charism of unity was not only “a pathway of holiness that could lead people to the height of gospel 
love, but … (it was also) the norm of a new life”.i  

The Gospel, which they read together in the air raid shelters by the light of a candle, was 
rediscovered and lived with great intensity in the power of that light [from God]. It showed itself to be 
the source of social transformation at the deepest level. God’s Providence, Jesus’s promises, the 
beatitudes as a Christian’s identity card, love as the law, humankind as one family, universal 
brotherhood, and a special love for the least and for the poor. 

Chiara herself explained that during those first months, they had set themselves a goal: to 
solve the social problems of Trent. Those early years were intense, during which the first focolarine did 
not spare themselves, running here and there in Trent to help those in need. They invited the poor to 
lunch in their home, putting the best table cloth on the table and sat at table with them, a focolarina 
and a poor person, a focolarina and a poor person. They shared their food, not as benefactors but as 
members of one family. 

Today too the members of the Movement all over the world are committed to building 
relationships of brotherhood and solidarity, not only giving food to the poor, but also finding or 
creating jobs. 

 

This life is an expression of the spirituality of unity that Chiara hands on to us. It is focused on 
Jesus, both God and man, who is present as he promised among people who love one another, and is 
also with them on the streets of everyday human life. 

It is a collective path that reaches out and engages others; it is open to all and produces action 
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that can influence and transform all aspects of society and history. Even tragic situations of war or 
genocide can become stories of hope if we allow ourselves to be shaped by the words of the Gospel. 
Just one of its words could change the world.  Chiara said that, “the Gospel is not truly understood, 
because if it were, nothing else would be needed to achieve a social revolution.”ii 

 

In response to the question, “What kind of practical works do you actually do?” Chiara 
answered: 

“The Movement is characterised by love. What does love do? It enables people to make 
themselves one with others so as to serve all, because Christianity is love and love means service. … 
Therefore, in all the countries we go to, we seek to identify what should be the first way of serving that 
nation, that people, those persons. This is how different forms of service and works develop that are 
not ends in themselves…” but respond to “the needs of that people and therefore social projects and 
works begin”.iii 

 

2. The model: the Trinity 

 

What is the model for this “norm of a new life”? 

In a message to those attending a seminar on “dwelling in the city” in 2006, Chiara wrote, “I 
was asked for a few words and thought, when the Word of God became man and lived on earth, he 
brought the new lifestyle of Heaven, the Trinity’s way of living, which is Love. The Trinity is the model 
for all human realities.”iv 

Another time, she explained: 

“There are three Persons in the Trinity, yet they are One, because Love is and is not at the 
same time, in an eternal self-giving. This is the dynamism of life within the Trinity, which is 
unconditional mutual gift of self; a becoming nothing which is mutual and loving, eternal and 
complete communion. … We can imitate the life of the Trinity by loving one another. Then that life will 
no longer be lived only in the soul of each person, but will freely become the life of the whole human 
family.”v 

God, while being One, is not alone but is a reality of love which speaks of plurality. Therefore, 
trinitarian love is the model for every human community and for all our relationships, whether 
interpersonal or in society. 

 

3. The City of Mary 

 

This love can be lived out in cities, for example, which Chiara always considered with particular 
interest. Every city has a “vocation”, a specific design which can become a gift for others, a note that is 
part of a harmonious symphony.  With this approach, during her many journeys and when receiving 
various honours and honorary citizenships, she sought to discover and make known the soul of each 
city. 

Perhaps for this reason she always wanted to see little towns established which are like 
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workshops for shared living and little models of a united world. They bear witness to what society 
could be like if it were founded on the mutual love of the Gospel, on a lived fraternity. 

There are 25 little towns of the Movement in the five continents. They have developed in the 
most varied social and cultural contexts, for example in the USA, in Cameroon, the Philippines, in 
Germany, Brazil, Argentina and so on. Chiara was their source of inspiration; she followed their growth 
and shed light on their development. 

The first of these is the permanent Mariapolis of Loppiano, in Tuscany. On the 10th of May its 
citizens will have the joy of welcoming Pope Francis. 

Looking at these little towns, Chiara spoke of them as: 

“Towns that are like an inclined plane towards those who are troubled by doubts and 
uncertainty about the future; towns that give everyone security and hope. They are like a hand 
reaching out to those who seek happiness in the wrong way, in drugs, eroticism, wealth… They 
proclaim and show that true and perfect joy lies in following Jesus. They give light to those suffering 
from a lack of unity in the family or in their environment because they give an example of unity and of 
the secret of unity. They disarm those who are tempted to all kinds of violence because they show, for 
example in the multi-national nature of their inhabitants, that through meekness, which is the fruit of 
love, you can conquer the world”.vi 

Those who visit these little towns find a home, a family, a mother, Mary! She is the one who 
guides and leads the life of the whole Movement Chiara founded. 

Chiara always saw in the Magnificat a programme for life and action: 

The Magna Charta of Christian social doctrine began when Mary said, “He has brought down 
the powerful from their thrones, and lifted up the lowly; he has filled the hungry with good things, and 
sent the rich away empty” (Lk 1:52-53).  

We experienced this from the very beginning of the Movement and it still happens today: there 
are those who give jewellery, others land or goods of all kinds. Others share their needs. By choosing 
a moderate lifestyle, everyone helps everyone else to have what they need. 

The Gospel contains the highest and most radical revolution. Perhaps it is in God’s plans that 
in this age too, which is so deeply concerned with solving social problems, Mary should lend a hand to 
all of us in founding, building, consolidating and showing the world a new society in which the power 
of the Magnificat resounds.”vii We would like the communion of goods among individuals and families 
to extend to cities, states, peoples and continents, to make way for the civilisation of love. 

 

4. Beauty and Art 

 

Mary’s influence also speaks of harmony, beauty and art. Yes, Chiara also saw the fruits of the 
charism of unity in the life and work of many artists who, illuminated by the light of the charism, 
contribute to leading art back to its social vocation through their works. 

It is a vision of art as a prophecy of a new humanism, enabling people see how an experience 
of unity as the fruit of mutual love among people and a reflection of the beauty of God who is love, can 
change society. In this love, all that is Beautiful, Good and True coincide. 
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This vision inspires and attracts the various artistic expressions in the Movement, (from music 
groups to theatre, from ballet to song, from figurative arts to poetry and music), as a response to 
Chiara’s reflection on Michelangelo’s Pieta, “Satisfy the world’s thirst for beauty. Send great artists, 
but shape in them great souls, whose splendour may guide others towards the most beautiful of the 
sons of men, Jesus”.viii 

 

5. Mary – the Mother 

 

In a page written in December 1957, Chiara explained that when she asked Jesus why he had 
not found a way of leaving Mary on earth, she felt within herself the answer: “I did not leave her 
because I want to see her again in you… All of you, open your arms and your hearts as mothers to 
humanity which today, as then, is thirsting for God and for His Mother…”ix 

As we have said, Mary is the one who inspires the social engagement of the Movement that 
Chiara gave life to, and she imbues it with her characteristics. 

One of these is being a mother, generating new life. Chiara lived this motherhood which 
transformed the lives of thousands of people. They are imbued with the spirit of fellowship and are 
open to a 360 degree dialogue: within the Catholic Church, with all Christians and with people of other 
faiths or beliefs; all form one people that lives to bring about fraternity and unity in the human family.   

Furthermore, many people have drawn on Chiara’s charism to open new pathways and found 
new projects and works…! All of them are and always will be a living part of one Design, embraced by 
the Movement in a motherhood which knows no bounds and goes beyond all kinds of temporal 
belonging, recognising her children always and everywhere. 

 

 During one of his recent journeys, Pope Francis, at a solemn Mass in Trujillo, Peru, crowned 
Mary as Mother of Hopex. 

 Chiara continues to be a mother of hope in her Work, as the various generations of those who 
receive the life of the charism from her follow one another, and hand on this life from one generation 
to the next.  

 We see this in our young people who express and expect true, concrete and effective unity with 
the preceding generation. They sparkle with light and are filled with gratitude for the life of those who 
came before them. At the same time they are on the front line bringing forward the Work of God with 
its joys, sorrows and challenges, going beyond all borders, as they will powerfully proclaim and bear 
witness to at the Genfest in Manila in July.  

 

6. Always be a family 

 

At Loreto, still in the early years of the Movement, when Chiara began to understand her 
vocation, she saw in the family of Nazareth the first social reality to which we on this earth should 
look… The trinitarian model in heaven was reflected on earth in the family of Nazareth. 

Many years later, when a journalist asked her, “If you were to leave your last will and 
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testament, what would you say”? Chiara answered, “Be a family! Love one another as Jesus loved us. 
Be ready to die for one another. Be a family. This is what I would say. That is all; that is everything.”xi  

“Jesus who is drawn into our midst by mutual love, is the foundation of our ‘always being a 
family’, the family of God’s children, Mary’s family.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: 

                                                 
i   Cf. Chiara Lubich, Talk: “Jesus Forsaken, key to unity”, part 2, Rocca di Papa, 6th January 1984. Cf. Chiara Lubich, 
Jesus Forsaken, New City 2016. 
ii Chiara Lubich, “Answers to the volunteers”, Rocca di Papa, 25th January 1975, video recording  
iii Chiara to the World Council of Churches, “Answers to questions”, Geneva, 5th October 1982. 
iv iv Chiara Lubich, Message to the participants at the 1st International Seminar of Architecture, Loppiano, 9th June 
2006, published in the Acts of the Seminar. 
v Chiara Lubich, Recorded message to the participants at the Meeting “Living hope in a global society of risks” 
promoted by ACLI, Orvieto, 7th September 2003. 
vi “Interview by Michele Zanzucchi to Chiara on Loppiano”, Rocca di Papa, 11th June 2004, published in A day in 
Loppiano.  
vii Essential Writings, New City, New York 2007 
viii Cf. Scritti Spirituali/1, [Spiritual Writings] Rome 1978, p.213; cf. Chiara Lubich, "God-Beauty in the Focolare 
Movement", Castel Gandolfo, 23/04/1999. 
ix Essential Writings, New City, New York.  
x Cf. Pope Francis, Trujillo, 20/01/2018. 
xi Chiara Lubich, "Face to face - Sandra Hoggett interviews Chiara Lubich", Rocca di Papa, 21/04/2002. 
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